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HELLO, I'M LIZ.
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Dear Fellow Tar Heels,

My first memory at Carolina was walking through the Pit during 
homecoming week in the fall of 2012, that was when I knew I 
loved this school. I was on my first college tour and everything 
about this place spoke to me: the vibrancy, the fun, the kindness 
of the students, and the sensation of academic esteem. 

But it was the incredible energy and the camaraderie of the students; the very Tar Heel heart-
beat that drew me in, I felt immediately at home. Since that day almost four and a half years 
ago, my love for this University has continued to grow. My love of place turned into a 
commitment to try to help make its institutions better, and throughout my time at Carolina I 
have been driven by this sentiment. 

Deciding to run for Student Body President was one of the hardest decisions I’ve ever made. I 
kept asking myself, “am I electable?” I was concerned that people wouldn’t be able to reconcile 
my personal identity as an Asian-American woman and first generation college student with my 
qualifications such as my years of work in Student Government or my work as a mental health 
advocate. It took months of asking myself if people would vote for me despite my intersecting 
identities for me to finally realize that I should not view any of my identities as a barrier to 
success, and neither should you. 

While my passion for bettering Carolina and policy insight are what drives me, my identities 
should never be what holds me, or anyone, back. No one should ever feel like they aren’t capable 
of any job or position because of predispositions that others hold about them. This is what drives 
me to run. I am running for all the people who feel like their capability is jeopardized because 
of their identity. Inherent in the Carolina way is the idea that all Tar Heels can succeed in mak-
ing UNC a better place if they are willing to put in the work; I want to show that this vision is not 
exclusive to any group. In fact, I believe that coming from our diverse backgrounds to unite as 
one student body is what makes Carolina such a unique and wonderful place.

What you will find in our platform are realistic, sustainable, and student-centered goals. Being 
involved with Student Government all my years at UNC, I recognize the limitations of the 
organization and our proposals take a pragmatic approach while using the office of the 
presidency to best improve UNC. Through the practical policies outlined in the platform, we can 
lift barriers to success for all Tar Heels and make UNC a level playing field where students thrive 
regardless of where they come from and who they are. 

I look forward to the adventure and welcome the challenge.

Hark the Sound,

Elizabeth Adkins
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1 in 5 women are sexually assaulted and 90% of sexual assault cases go unreported.
 
Many students feel like sexual assault is a topic that is so often discussed on our 
campus, and yet it still remains an issue. 

Carolina is perpetually in the spotlight for poor handling of sexual assault cases and 
Elizabeth feels we are in the perfect position to be a champion of this issue. 

Many students have been inspired to start conversations and we have seen programs 
such as “Our Story” organize to bring light to the issue of sexual assault. 

So much is currently being done to help facilitate discussions about sexual assault and 
bring an end to this issue but still we see little change happening on the administrative 
level. Having these conversations are good but we can not let our action stop there. 
That is why the Adkins Administration will prioritize the issue of sexual assault and 
plans to create a permanent committee in Student Safety and Wellness focused on 
creating policy to address prevention of sexual assault and assist survivors. 

In addition to this committee in Student Safety and Wellness, the Adkins                        
Administration will work with Equal Opportunity and Compliance Office to make the 
safe.unc.edu website more user-friendly and navigable for reporting options, assign 
an undergraduate representative to any committees reviewing the Title IX 
policy, and create a liasion position to serve as a consistent connection and source of         
accountability between undergraduates and prolonging campus sexual assault 
related news, placing more boxes around campus for students to report incidents 
of sexual harassment and assault and allocating funds to create better lighting 
throughout campus, especially on the Ehringhaus pathway. 

This University belongs to everyone and no one should ever feel unsafe in any of our 
collective spaces.

-Redesign Resident Advisor Educaton to include sexual assault training
-improve lighting across campus, including the Ehringhaus path
-Train Student Safety and Wellness committee members on all campus support 
resources

Please reference the Student Safety and Wellness policy section on page 27 for an 
expansion on these ideas as well as established deliverables. 
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One of the most pervasive problems the Adkins Administration plans to tackle at our 
University is the problem of accessibility of mental health services, ease of acquiring 
sustained services, and eliminating the stigma around receiving treatment and 
seeking help for mental health conditions. 

As someone who suffers from a mental illness herself, Elizabeth understands firsthand 
the struggles students with a mental illness face day-to-day. The Adkins 
Administration will work to organize a flexible and inviting support system for students 
of all backgrounds to address the diverse health needs of the UNC student body.
In addition to continued advocacy for increased mental health programs and 
services through Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS), our administration will 
continue efforts to destigmatize mental illness and encourage students to utilize 
existing and new resources offered at UNC. 

-Establish a Student Advisory Board for CAPS.
-Collaborate with mental health taskforce of student groups.
-Advocate for more funding to CAPS.

Support efforts fighting the stigma surrounding mental health and treatment:

-Expanding work areas for students with a mental illness.
-Work with Academic Advising and Deans to reform policies surrounding late 
withdrawals from courses.
-Allow part-time students during the fall and spring semesters to pay fees that would 
allow them to use student health services, including CAPS.
-Subsidized copay plans.

Please reference the Student Safety and Wellness policy section on page 27 for an 
expansion on these ideas as well as established deliverables. 
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We would not be the incredible University we are without our diverse student 
population. The Carolina Mission to “teach a diverse community of undergraduate, 
graduate, and professional students to become the next generation of leaders” is very 
important to the Adkins Administration. Being a first-generation college student 
coming from a Korean-American background, diversity and inclusion has always been 
something that Elizabeth has both valued and something with which she has 
struggled. But, despite the struggles, it is important to understand that we become 
better people as we increase our diverse experiences.
 
After the most recent presidential election, both our state and country are divided 
because of our beliefs. This challenges us in the Carolina Community to make sure that 
all voices are heard and to remember that, at the end of the day, we are all Tar Heels 
and this brings us together all the time. 

We need to ensure that we support an inclusive environment including our LGBTQ+, 
Latinx, Black, Muslim, Jewish students and students of all backgrounds. This campus 
must remain a safe place for all students despite where the United States and the state 
of North Carolina remain.

-Sanctuary Campus for undocumented students
-Increase funding for organizations that support diversity
-Collaborate with the Latinx Unity Council to designate a space for the Latinx 
community on campus
-Redesign the interactive theater session during new student orientation
-Strengthen campus resources to meet LGBTQ student needs
-Encourage staff to participate in training about diversity issues
-Mitigate language barriers and increase representation in faculty
-Reform on campus housing under the GI bill
-Collaborate with the Muslim Student Association to establish a Muslim student center

Please reference the Multicultural Affairs and Diversity policy section on page 3 1for an 
expansion on these ideas as well as established deliverables. 
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STRUCTURE OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The restructuring of the Executive Branch by past administrations has improved the 
effectiveness of the organization by leaps and bounds. 

The Adkins Administration would propose only one small, yet effective, change to the 
internal structure. 

The Executive Branch is charged with the responsibility of designating over 100 students 
to external appointments. External appointments is the system by which the Executive 
Branch selects roughly 140 students for positions on over fifty committees and 
advisory boards across campus. Some of these committees are student-run entities, 
however most are committees that campus administrators have asked for student 
representation. These committees address specific issues and policies affecting the 
University and are a direct line of communication between students and faculty and 
staff. 

Currently, the external appointments operate separately from the internal policy areas.

The Adkins Administration would connect the external appointments to the policy 
areas they coincide with. 

For example, the external appointment to the Environmental Stewardship Advisory 
Board would work with the Environmental Affairs policy area. This way, policy areas and 
external appointments can work together on various projects, improving communication 
between students and faculty. 

This change will be made possible by working closely with the Vice President and Chief 
of Staff to ensure correspondence between the areas.
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Our Vision:
Carolina has repeatedly won awards for affordability and the quality of the education 
you receive. Several renowned institutions such as The Princeton Review and Kiplinger 
have ranked Carolina #1 on their lists of “best-value” colleges and universities in 
America. 

While this is an achievement worth celebrating, The Adkins Administration would not 
accept this as status quo, by taking extraordinary efforts to rein in costs while
maintaining a renown learning experience. The promise that “you will be able to afford 
Carolina” is a special one that Elizabeth does not take lightly, especially as a first 
generation college student herself. Actions taken by her administration would reflect 
that.

Textbook Pledge. 
Though ranked as a “best value” University, the cost of textbooks is relatively high when 
compared to several other public universities. The textbook pledge, a project stemming 
from previous administrations, would take high priority under the Adkins 
Administration. 
This is a pledge signed by professors and department heads as a way of promising to 
explore all options in the interest of reducing textbook costs of their classes. These op-
tions include making available alternative, cheaper textbook editions such as online or 
international editions; communicating with students before the start of the 
semester about different purchasing options for required course materials; and utilizing 
older textbook editions.
     -Identify professors and department heads who have yet to sign the pledge, and 
       persist in meeting with them
     -Follow up with signees of the pledge on their efforts to reduce textbook costs

Student Fees 
Student fees comprise hundreds of dollars in the amount paid each year by students. 
From a transportation fee to a student activity fee, many of these are critical 
components of the annual budget. However, frequently adding new fees can quickly 
become a “slippery slope” of raising costs to students by hundreds of dollars. 
     -Analyze each fee proposed and scrutinize its necessity on campus in order to 
       maintain a low cost to students and a high payoff. 
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CCI Printing Fee. 
Each student is given a $40 allotment per semester for CCI printing. However, many 
students use only a fraction of this allotment while others need much more. 
The Adkins Administration would work closely with University administrators to 
redistribute from those with little need to those with great need, to reduce costs on a 
large number of students. 

Free/Reduced Scantrons & Blue Books. 
At the end of each semester, several dollars are spent by each student on scantrons 
and blue books for the purpose of test taking. Though this seems like a minor cost, it is 
an unnecessary burden on students who could be receiving free test-taking materials 
from their professor. 
     -Work closely with administrators and professors to eliminate this unnecessary 
       burden.

Beyond the campus level, it shall be the responsibility of State and External Affairs to 
lobby state and national representatives on affordability for all students at Carolina.
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Our Vision:
Elizabeth believes from her experience in Student Government that 
intracommunication within Student Government and intercommunication between 
Student Government, the student body, and administration is key to a successful 
administration. In the past, intracommunication within student government has been 
inefficient and the changes we propose to implement will increase efficiency and 
clarity. A communications task force under the Adkins Administration will ensure 
students are well aware of the efforts made by those representing them while 
University administration remains aware of changes Student Government is proposing. 
Moreover, an efficient Student Government from within will provide incredible 
outcomes for all students. 

Increase Social Media efforts. 
Our generation has latched onto social and internet media as its primary source of 
information, and the Adkins Administration would respond to that by revamping media 
efforts on the part of the administration.
      -Frequently update social media pages with updates on Executive Branch 
       happenings and student voting reminders such as “tweeting” when a referendum
       is out for vote or when the Executive Board is meeting. 
     -Revamp the Executive Branch webpage

Weekly Newsletter. 
General body meetings have historically updated members of the Executive Branch 
and the student body on progress student government is making. However, in-person 
meetings are sometimes difficult to attend for many students. The Adkins 
Administration would seek alternative methods to communicate progress.
     -Publish a weekly newsletter, advertising the latest efforts by the Executive Branch
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Communications Liaisons. 
A communications task force under the Adkins Administration would assign a member 
to each policy area in order to efficiently communicate progress on each part of her 
platform.
     -A communications liaison must be assigned for each policy area to increase 
       efficiency in operations and communication. This will aid in streamlining social 
       media publicity and accurate student awareness of executive branch progress. 
     -A critically important communications liaison will be appointed to Student 
       Programing and Outreach in order to communicate progress on the major events
       they provide for students. 
     -By assigning a member of the task force to each policy area in student government
       we will be able to increase transparency and effective communication within the
       organization.
     -The communications liaisons will be responsible for keeping the communications
       task force and the Executive Branch Officers up-to-date on what each policy area
       is working on.
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Our Vision:
Carolina is a great place because of Carolina students. 
Our impact should not stop on campus. 
State and External Affairs under the Adkins Administration would prove to local, state, 
and national government, that the Carolina student body is truly capable of an 
external impact. 
Through “get out the vote” efforts on campus to lobbying off campus, this task force 
would facilitate a vibrant, productive relationship between the student body and 
external governing bodies. In such a critical year for North Carolina higher education, a 
strong Carolina presence must be felt within the Association of Student Governments 
and the North Carolina Board of Governors.

Increase student turnout in the 2017 municipal election. 
     -Institute a strong push for voter registration among students for the municipal and
       state elections in 2017.
     -Communicate the effects town government has on student life.
     -Institute a strong push for voter turnout in the November election.
     -Make voter registration more accessible for new students during New Student 
       Orientation, Week of Welcome events and RA hall meetings. 

Facilitate campus political dialogue to fight against polarization. 
Our political climate is in a state of polarization. Although many associate Carolina 
students with one main political affiliation, UNC is a space for a plethora of opinions to 
be held. State and External Affairs must facilitate a dialogue amongst varying political 
viewpoints.
     -Host periodic panel-style events discussing current events in campus, state, and
      national politics
     -Invite campus groups with a wide array of viewpoints
     -Host moderators from various academic departments
     -Encourage constructive student dialogue during and after the event
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Lobby state and national government regularly with the main goal of affordability. 
The Adkins administration is committed to decreasing the cost of attending UNC while 
maintaining the programs and resources that make us great. State lawmakers 
primarily set the tone on affordability for our school, and State and External Affairs 
would be the student’s’ voice in these key decisions.
     -Travel to Raleigh regularly to lobby individual lawmakers on the needs of UNC 
       students, focusing on affordability
     -Work with UNC’s designated lobbyist to coordinate student and administration 
       efforts
     -Remain attentive to current issues facing students that must be taken up with local,
       state, or national government.

Maintain a strong presence in the Association of Student Governments and Board of 
Governors. 
In such a critical time in state politics, especially in the educational realm, it is essential 
to maintain a strong voice for UNC Chapel Hill in the decisions of the Board of 
Governors.
     -Delegate a sub-task force within State and External Affairs to focus on Board of
       Governors and Association of Student Governments relations.
     -Lobby individual members of the Board of Governors regularly

Improve the student relationship with the town of Chapel Hill.
This will be completed by performing a community service project that will directly 
benefit the town. Members of the Adkins Administration will complete a significant 
community service project with the aim of improving the town-student relationship and 
opening a line of communication between town officials and student government.
     -Determine the community service needs of the town through discussions with 
       community members and town officials
     -Host a community service event planned by State and External Affairs and 
       implemented by various members of student government
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Our Vision: 
Superior academics drive UNC as a renowned University. From the research to the 
lecture series, our learning process is unmatched. The Adkins Administration will 
continue to strive beyond the status quo by reforming academic policies and 
procedures to create an academic environment that encourages transparency, clarity, 
and full knowledge of necessary components of various fields of study. 

Academic Advising reform. 
Academic Advising plays a crucial part in guiding students to success at UNC and 
beyond. The current structure of the department lacks effectiveness, due to large 
volumes of students needing assistance and the disconnect between this department 
and others on campus, such as Career Services and individual major departments. 
Academic Advising needs to be reformed so that it is more accessible to students 
looking for clear paths to graduation. 
     -Ensure Career Services advisor assignments for all students.
     -Facilitate automatic ENGL 105 enrollment that will place first-year and transfer 
       students in a section of the course either their first or second semester on campus to 
       ease student transitions to Carolina.
     -Institute Tar Heel Tracker notifications for missing course requirements each 
       semester.

Course evaluations. 
Course evaluations are a fundamental way students have a voice in the learning 
process at UNC. In their current state, students are not able to leave feedback on 
important aspects of the classroom environment. Course evaluations must be updated 
and improved to ensure an adequate student voice in their studies. 
     -Petition to add sections evaluating diversity/inclusion (e.g. professor’s willingness to
       accommodate students with disabilities) within the classroom and teaching style
       (e.g. effectiveness of flipped classrooms).
     -Work with administrators to add an optional “Part II” to course evaluations, to be
       taken after exams and projects have been completed and final grades are
       released, that allow students to evaluate the entire course.

Dance Minor. 
There has been a strong desire among students the last several years for Carolina to 
host the option of a Dance Minor. Elizabeth recognizes this need within the performing 
arts curriculum and will take all action possible to ensure a dance minor for students by 
Fall 2018.
     -Work with administration in the Art and Communication departments to discuss
       concerns and feasibility of a Dance Minor.
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     -Follow through with the Office of the Registrar and Academic Advising to 
       implement the minor, with the concerns of students and administrators in mind.

Classroom environment. 
Developing inclusive classrooms for students of all backgrounds will be a commitment 
of the Adkins Administration. For all students, the classroom should be a place where 
not only the subject taught is learned, but where individuals gain an understanding of 
fellow students’ perspectives and grasp a more broadened appreciation of the student 
body. Classroom environments should be conducive to learning, but also inviting for 
students of all backgrounds and identities to feel safe, heard, and represented. 
     -Organize student groups to research techniques or technologies that can allow 
       large lecture-style classrooms to include engaging discussions, either with the 
       professor or among students.
     -Host continued conversations with the faculty council and other teaching faculty
       and staff to incorporate new styles or equipment into the classroom to increase 
       student-to-student discussion or overall participation.

Navigating the Research University.
Navigating the Research University (EDUC 130) is an essential course for incoming 
students that helps first-year students become accustomed to college life and their 
newfound adulthood and transfer or non-traditional students adjust to a new 
environment. The Adkins Administration would work to encourage students to enroll 
in this one-credit hour pass/fail course that meets once a week to educate students 
about University life, campus resources, and wellness.
     -Discuss adding resources regarding transit from the Town of Chapel Hill.
     -Instate a brief component of the class that discusses summer reading.
     -Modify EDUC and use it as a platform to add greater focus to bystander 
       intervention, diversity, sexual assault, mental health, LGBTQ+ issues and resources,
       and academic processes such as medical withdrawal or underloading. 

The Lifetime Fitness (LFIT) program. 
The Lifetime Fitness (LFIT) program aims to teach students about life-long health in 
addition to a particular sport or physical activity, such as ultimate frisbee or yoga, 
through a mandatory one-credit-hour class offered by the Department of Exercise and 
Sports Science. Currently, the curriculum is lacking in-depth mental health instruction 
and continues to include programming that is potentially triggering for students with 
and without histories of eating disorders, like the use of MyFitnessPal during the Dietary 
Analysis Unit. The Adkins Administration would work closely with University 
administrators, graduate teaching assistants, mental health organizations, and 
students to reform the LFIT curriculum so that it best serves the needs of our campus 
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and is an inclusive environment for all students.
     -Develop and administer an in-depth survey to LFIT students focusing on the 
       curriculum and Teaching Assistants’ handling of sensitive topics such as weight loss
       and mental health, as well as classroom environment.  
     -Modify the online curriculum to include an expanded section about common
       mental health problems and their treatments, and ask Teaching Assistants to 
       review on-campus resources for mental health in class.
     -Modify the online curriculum to include a section on safe sex, consent and 
       contraception, to ensure that all students are knowledgeable on the risks of 
       unprotected sex, regardless of their previous sex education. This education should
       be LGBTQ+ inclusive.  
     -Implement a mandatory sensitivity training for LFIT Teaching Assistants to better
       prepare them to handle sensitive topics in the classroom, such as eating disorders
       and dieting practices, to be developed in collaboration with Embody Carolina and
       the UNC Center of Excellence for Eating Disorders.

Academic Mentorship Program. 
Students often find themselves alone in their unique academic endeavours with no 
other student to turn to for assistance. The Adkins Administration would implement a 
mentorship program separated by department that allows students to seek assistance, 
advice, and encouragement from other students previously in their shoes. 
     -Delegate an external appointment to manage the department mentorship 
       program.
     -Institute a program that assigns each student with a mentor in their department. 
       Students would have the option to enroll in the program through their respective
       departments.

Course syllabi.
Course syllabi provide a way for students to determine nearly all facets of a course, 
from teaching style used to the schedule of the course. Students not already registered 
in courses at Carolina would benefit tremendously by the ability to review course syllabi 
prior to registration. 
     -Work with administration to require professors to publish sample or tentative course
       syllabi on Connect Carolina by a set deadline prior to the start of classes.
     -Meet with individual professors and department heads to understand concerns over 
       a requirement like this.
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Our Vision: 
By implementing major energy efficiency changes and standards at the University, we 
can drastically create a greener University and do our part in driving down energy costs 
for current and future students in addition to combatting climate change. The 
environmental reforms we propose will save money for both students and the University 
and drive down the environmental impact of students, faculty, and employees on our 
campus.

Reducing, Reusing, Recycling & Composting.
     -Continue working with the University on ways in which we can improve campus 
       sustainability regarding the dining halls
     -Ensure copy paper on campus contains minimum 30% of recycled material
     -Encourage teachers to utilize online, open source documents to reduce costs for
       students and reduce resources devoted toward textbook printing
     -Create an E-Waste recycling center on campus to ensure E-Waste can be recycled
       appropriately
     -Collect discardable boxes from local businesses to have available for free to 
       students during move out times at the end of each year 
     -Start the sale of reusable bags in the Pit Stop and other convenience stores on 
       campus
     -Ensure proper disposal and recycling efforts of food waste at sporting events and
       large public events

Greek life recycling programs.
     -Partner with the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life and Community Involvement
       as well as the IFC and Panhellenic Council Executive Boards to facilitate recycling in
       fraternity and sorority houses. 
     -Work with the governing councils of each Greek organization to implement 
       environmentally friendly activities at social functions such as recycling initiatives,
       biodegradable supplies, and fair trade/local food. 

Coal Divestment. 
Support to end the University’s financial investments in coal and other non-renewable 
fossil fuels that contribute to air pollution, water pollution, and climate change.
     -Up the commitment of the Board of Trustees passed in FY 2014 to increase 
       alternative energy investments to greater than $18 million dollar current 
       involvement 
     -Full divestment from fossil fuel industry effective FY 2018
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Public transit.
Public transit at our University is not only a public good that provides affordable 
transportation for students and staff of the University, but is also a means to reduce the 
number of vehicles on our roads. This in turn eases traffic and reduces carbon emissions. 
We believe investment in strong public transit creates a more accessible University and 
town, and can help play a role in preserving our environment.
     -Work with the University/Town of Chapel Hill to create higher fuel standards for 
       University owned vehicle fleet. 
     -Offer support for Orange-Durham Light Rail Transit Project

Energy Efficiency Programs. 
By implementing small scale energy efficiency programs, we can save the University 
and students thousands of dollars by reducing the electric bill and in turn reducing CO2 
emissions that are a byproduct of energy production.
     -Institute a computer energy savings program which utilizes free Campus 
       Management Software to automatically turn computers into low energy mode
       while they are in use, saving thousands of tons of carbon emissions a year and 
       saving the University money
     -Instituting “vending miser” campus sustainability outlets on vending machines
       which cut energy use by 50% and cost $165 to implement with estimated energy
       saving costs around $190 dollars
     -Create standardized University heating and cooling policies within buildings to have
       efficient and continuous temperatures and prevent energy waste through excessive
       heating and cooling
     -Work with DHRE in developing updated standards for new appliance efficiency in on
       campus housing
     -Advocate for expanded use of solar energy/alternative energy on campus buildings
     -Ensure building compliance with current University instituted construction standards
       and work to improve environmental standards of new construction on the University
       campus

Bike to bike program. 
Institute a bike sharing program with locations across campus so students can easily 
access them.
     -Institute free bike sharing program which allows students to use the UNC OneCard
       to check out bicycles for 48 hours at a time with multiple sites on campus to which
       bicycles can be returned
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     -Partner with RHA to expand their “Tar Heel Bikes” program that currently only 
       operates out of Morrison Residence Hall to expand the program to multiple 
       locations across campus. 
     -Take advantage of Department of Public Safety’s annual bike auction to draw down
        costs of purchasing durable, quality bicycles for a bike to bike program

UNC Sustainability Map. 
Increase visibility and accessibility of the UNC Campus Sustainability Map.
     -This is a campus map available online that shows different environmentally friendly
        features of campus such as fair trade/organic food, bike services, composting 
       services, and water bottle refill stations

Student Government clothing swap. 
Facilitating a clothing swap/thrift market directly sponsored by Student Government to 
reduce textile waste and facilitate free clothing for students.

Fossil Fuel Free Carolina 2030.
As someone who believes that climate change is one of the most pressing issues facing 
our generation, Elizabeth has the strongly held belief that the University needs to 
immediately start working to turn to a completely sustainable energy plan over the 
next decade that will preserve our environment for future generations and draw down 
the long term costs of energy production at UNC through use of alternative energy 
sources
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Our Vision: 
As a nationally ranked public liberal arts college, UNC shows tremendous promise 
toward impacting campus-wide and global issues.  The Civic Engagement policy area 
aims to get students more actively involved in campus life by facilitating 
collaboration among student groups and celebrating innovation. With such a large and 
diverse student body, some groups have remained underrepresented in past years. The 
Adkins Administration will strive to provide the student body with increased 
accessibility and exposure, facilitate open discussions to reconcile the needs and 
target the improvement potential of both student groups and the Executive Branch, 
and promote student innovation.   

Make an Impact.
Develop a “Make an Impact” website that will serve as a guide to issues important to 
students in order to increase exposure and provide students with opportunities with 
ways to get involved.
     -Simplified explanations of the issues with guides and graphics to stakeholders will
       aim to inform students of issues important to them, and offer an official stance on
       issues from student government.
     -Provide information on hot-topic issues with links to campus, community, local or
       state organizations, and government officials working on that issue.
     -The site will include contact information for government officials and assistance on
       how to reach out to them to get your voice heard.
     -Use this website as a way to connect with other students passionate about similar
       issues.

Greek Relations. 
Improve relationship with the Greek community and encourage more collaboration with 
the Executive Branch and other campus organizations. As an active member of the 
Greek community and a member of Zeta Tau Alpha, Elizabeth understands the needs 
of many Greek students and will focus on including more Greek voices in her term.
     -Incorporate leaders of the Interfraternity Council, the Panhellenic Council, the Greek
       Alliance Council, the National Pan-Hellenic Council and individual Greek 
       organizations into the Carolina Roundtable discussions in an effort to encourage
       collaborative events between Greek organizations and non-Greek student groups.
     -With Greek organizations being a social hub of activity for many students at 
       Carolina, the Adkins Administration will include the IFC, Panhellenic Council, NPHC,
       and GAC Executive Boards as a part of the conversations regarding alcohol policies
       at the University to create policies that are fair, attainable and promote safety for
       all students involved with Greek organizations. 
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Student Innovation. 
Promote student innovation on and off of campus.
     -Provide centralized information about the opportunities for student entrepreneurs;
       working closely with the Chancellor’s Student Innovation Team, the 
       Entrepreneurship Minor and Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at Kenan Flagler. 
     -Develop challenges for students to help solve problems at the University where the
       executive branch will host a call to action surrounding a problem and accept 
       submissions of potential solutions for future special projects. 
     -Oppose administrative efforts to privatize more campus operations in order to
       make sure that student-run organizations, like the Meantime, can continue to 
       operate freely on campus as opposed to large, national companies. 

Collaboration. 
To encourage collaboration within student organizations, a small portion of the money 
available through SAFO will be set aside as Collaboration Grants. These grants will be 
specifically available for two or more student groups working together on an event or 
project. 
     -Work with SAFO to determine how much money is feasible to set aside for these
       grants and, if necessary, find alternative means of funding. 
     -Develop an application and coordinate with student organizations to encourage
       participation

Graduate and Professional Students
     -Expanding and improving Student Parent Resources
     -Commit to attending every GPSF Senate meeting to learn the needs of Graduate
       students to effectively represent them at the Board of Trustees
     -Collaborate with GPSF administration to advocate for the needs of Grad students
       such as larger living stipends and improved access to campus resources.
     -Revamp Campus resources, such as Career Services, to cater more towards the
       needs of Grad students.
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Our Vision: 
The Adkins Administration will be dedicated to active cooperation and efforts with the 
many unique organizations on campus. Connecting student groups with student 
government, and utilizing active collaboration of leaders from across campus will be 
a top priority. This administration will push for unity among student efforts in order to 
more effectively drive productive change for students across campus.

Overall, The Adkins Administration is committed to transparency and inclusion of all 
students in the executive branch of student government. The Student Body President 
should speak for the students, and active incorporation of the interests from campus 
organizations will help strengthen this representation. The executive branch will be 
inviting and open to any student concern, as fresh ideas and unique perspectives are 
what make Carolina great, and what will be the backbone of this administration.

Carolina Roundtable sub-committee.
Restructure the Carolina Roundtable sub-committee to invite student leaders across 
campus to join and increase dialogue on issues facing students.
     -These conversations will be meant to create active engagement between student
       leaders and keep student government up to date on the latest interests of all 
       students. 
     -Student government should not only exist in their office, but should be listening to
       students and use its connection with UNC administration for the benefit of all 
       student organizations.
     -This sub-committee will be responsible for organizing a list of student organization
       liaisons to make communication between student government and other student
       organizations more efficient.

Increase Event Attendance. 
SPO is responsible for majority of events put on by the Executive Branch and these 
events are often students first encounter with student government. 
     -Use the Communications Taskforce to push out social media about events to 
       encourage students to attend. Better use of social media will help achieve the goal
       of more student turnout. 
     -Increase attendance at student-organized events by encouraging collaboration
       and co-sponsorship of events between student organizations and use of student
       government’s communications task force.
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Increase Student Involvement. 
SPO is the area of student government where most students begin extracurricular
involvement, and it should be inviting to all students.
     -Expand first-year involvement within SPO committees to serve as a springboard for
       students’ future involvement on campus.
     -Incorporate non-student government organizations into traditionally student 
       government events in order to increase exposure to different groups on campus. 
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Our Vision: 
Student Safety and Wellness is a critical policy area for the Adkins Administration, as our 
generation faces realities and pressures that did not exist for those before us. 
Fostering programs and initiatives that promote holistic student health, care, and 
security matter so that Carolina students can focus on being the best versions of 
themselves, and furthermore the best version of Carolina. In addition to the 
administration’s priority issues of mental health and sexual assault reform, the Adkins 
Administration strives to improve access to key resources and products that impact 
students on a daily basis.

Establish a policy-driven, survivor-focused permanent sub-committee. 
Survivors of sexual assault face a difficult decision when choosing to report their 
experience, and many have been feeling as if their University has failed in supporting 
their struggles. A committee building upon sharing survivor experiences and converting 
their strength into action would build a campus support network for survivors of sexual 
assault and hold University institutions accountable.
     -Connect with the “Our Story” team and Carolina Sexual Assault Coalition to 
       understand their needs and student base
     -Select students of varying perspectives but sincere passion about sexual assault
       issues to serve on the committee
     -Monitor developments in sexual assault cases and investigations occurring in the
       University administration
     -Make recommendations of how to better support survivors of sexual assault 

Redesign Resident Advisor education to include sexual assault training.
     -Collaborate with the Department of Housing and Residential Education to 
       understand the current RA training curriculum
     -Discuss reporting options with DPS, Office of Equal Opportunity and Compliance,
       and Administrators
     -Advocate for RAs to know protocol for calling EMS and reporting sexual assault 
       cases to the appropriate University officials

Improve lighting across campus, including the Ehringhaus path.
     -Identify several locations across campus in need of extra lighting
     -Meet with DPS to discuss current lighting plan, costs, and opportunities
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SSW Committee members are to be trained on all campus support resources. 
A committee dedicated to promoting student safety and wellness must be sensitive 
and aware to the various facets that holistic health includes to ensure that many 
student perspectives are included in decision-making.
       -Reserve committee training dates for Embody Carolina, Haven, Rethink, Safe Zone,
       One Act, and Green Zone modules

Expand free or reduced cost feminine products across more campus facilities. 
As a gender equity issue, feminine products should be available beyond just the Union 
because menstrual cycles have no geographical limits.
     -Discuss current feminine product distribution and logistics with the Carolina Union
     -Identify additional locations for cost-free dispensers and funding source
     -Implement a trial-run or schedule of feminine product fulfillment in dispensers to
       understand supply, demand, and sustainability

Relocate the Student Accessibility Resources Office 
This relocation should move the office from the 2nd floor of SASB to the ground floor.
     -Meet with administrators to identify building capacity and ARS to understand their
       operational needs
     -Construct a timeline for the relocation and analysis of the long-term benefits

Establish a Student Advisory Board for CAPS. 
The needs of our students are constantly changing, and whether a student has been 
treated for an extended period of time or has recently found themselves in sudden 
need of care, CAPS must be functioning in an efficient and effective way. Establishing 
a Student Advisory Board would provide consistent and frequent feedback about the 
programming that CAPS and other mental health organizations on campus offer.
     -Appoint students who are passionate about improving University mental health
       resources 
     -Collect student feedback on the current status of mental health support available
       on campus
     -Connect the advisory board with the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs and CAPS to
       understand concerns about current operations and provide student feedback to
       foster mutually beneficial solutions
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Collaborate with mental health taskforce of student groups. 
     -Work with the already established mental health task force to learn viewpoints from
       various student organizations and collaborate on mental health support for their
      members and the student body
     -Hold monthly meetings to share opinions on student needs and University progress
       with meeting those needs.

Advocate for more funding to CAPS. 
With increased funding, we can redesign CAPS programming to focus on treatment 
and counseling at UNC as opposed to student referral to off-campus providers.
     -Establish a student CAPS Advisory Board to provide consistent and frequent 
       feedback to the programming surrounding the changing needs of students on 
       campus.
     -Advocate for the hiring of more diverse staff to CAPS. 
     -Create an online referral and appointment database to make the appointment
     process easier for students and professionals to navigate.

Fight the stigma of mental health.
Support efforts fighting the stigma surrounding mental health and treatment through 
CAPS.
     -Provide students with a consolidated list of options for on-campus counseling and
       encourage struggling students to seek initial sessions with providers.
     -Incorporate knowledge of mental health into the Lifetime Fitness course materials
       covering resources for students as well as an understanding of mental health 
       conditions, their prevalence on campus and in the life of students.

Expanding work areas for students with a mental illness. 
Facilitate discussion with administrators to invest funds in ARS to expand work areas for 
students with mental health disabilities (such as ADHD) that need space for test-taking 
or general studying.
     -Aid students with ADHD/LD that are unable to find quiet, consistently reliable 
       spaces on campus due to the volume of students by allowing students that are 
       registered with ARS to request priority to reserve study rooms, classrooms, and
       lounges.
     -Increase awareness of learning disorders in campus-wide efforts to improve student
       mental health, such as through faculty training.
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Reform late withdrawal policies.
Work with Academic Advising and Deans to reform policies surrounding late 
withdrawals from courses.
     -The appeal process for students withdrawing from courses due to medical issues
       should align identically with processes for students facing mental health issues.

Part-time student access to CAPS.
Allow part-time students during the fall and spring semesters to pay fees that would 
allow them to use student health services, including CAPS.
     -Remove clause making health services unavailable to part time students.

Subsidized copay plans. 
Provide students with information to access subsidized copay plans for life-saving drugs 
including Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis drugs, Insulin, EpiPen, brand-name antidepressants, 
and other important health needs.
     -Provide information regarding direct subsidy plans and qualification process for
       pharmaceutical manufacturers in order to draw down student copays for eligible
       recipients.
     -Educate students on cost reduction plans through NGOs and community resources
       such as RxAssist and Partnership for Prescription Assistance.
     -Create an informatic with a consolidated list of resources to request copay 
       assistance for student health needs.
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Our Vision: 
The Adkins Administration will be dedicated to creating a Carolina that is welcoming 
to all students regardless of background or identity. We want to support and advance 
the causes of all minority groups on campus, strongly holding the belief that fostering 
diversity and recognizing issues of all of our fellow students will overall benefit Carolina. 
The Adkins Administration will increase advocacy for issues that promote diversity and 
multicultural activities.

Sanctuary Campus. 
Proclaim the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill part of the network of sanctuary 
campuses that provide a refuge for undocumented students who could potentially face 
deportation proceedings.
     -Guarantees student privacy by refusing to release information regarding the 
       immigration status of our students and community members.
     -Invest in resources to train our campus community to be allies and to create a more
       inclusive environment for undocumented students
     -Refuse to comply with immigration authorities regarding deportations or raids.

Increase funding for organizations that support diversity. 
Organizations that embrace the unique perspectives of Carolina students through their 
membership or their mission are in need of resources to continue their purpose and 
combat any challenges that may threaten their work.
     -Meet with the Student Activities Funding Office and Student Congress Finance
       Committee to understand current student organization funding structures and
       incentives
     -Set a specific amount of the student organization funding budget to go towards
       organizations that further diversity initiatives 

Latinx community space.
Collaborate with the Latinx Unity Council to designate a space for the Latinx 
community on campus.
     -The Latinx community at UNC is growing at a fast pace and they have outgrown
       their assigned space in Craige North. They need a center with proper resources to
       facilitate their growing population.
     -Work with the Carolina Latino/Latina Collaborative to determine what steps should
       be taken next, to better support their staff.

Encourage staff to participate in training about diversity issues.
     -Work with programs in Diversity and Multicultural Affairs to help encourage staff 
       and faculty at UNC to participate in diversity trainings. 
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Redesign the interactive theater session during new student orientation. 
The interactive theater at orientation has good intention to provide an overview of 
some of the microaggressions or sensitive situations new students may encounter on 
campus, but could do better to dive deep into presenting and celebrating the greater 
message that Carolina is filled with students of unique backgrounds, and to take care 
when interacting with who you meet.
     -Work with New Student and Family Programs to create an interactive theatre 
       program that will achieve the goal of celebrating Carolina’s diversity
     -Coordinate with multiple student organizations to help plan these skits with NSFP

Strengthen campus resources to meet LGBTQ student needs.
     -Relocate the LGBTQ center to center of campus 
     -Encourage the use of preferred names instead of legal names in-person and in 
       online University databases
     -Introduce long-term transitional medicine insurance
     -Re-evaluate building codes and design standards for gender neutral bathrooms
     -Challenge the gender-neutral housing ban imposed by the Board of Governors

Release campus climate survey.
     -The survey taken a few months ago regarding campus climate must be released to
       students
     -After seeing the results, the Adkins Administration will work with faculty members
       and Student Affairs to address each of the issues

Mitigate language barriers and increase representation in faculty.
     -Translate basic brochures into Spanish
     -Encourage hiring or training staff with bilingual capabilities, particularly in Spanish
       to allow more family members to understand University matters relating to issues
       such as financial aid
     -Increase representation amongst faculty members and administration for minority
       students. 

Student Housing under the GI Bill. 
Allow on-campus housing deferments for post-9/11 GI Bill recipients so they can provide 
compensation in monthly housing installments rather than through an upfront 
payment.
     -Contact the Dean of Students Office to understand the needs of student veterans
       and scope of the GI Bill
     -Meet with the Department of Housing and Residential Education to discuss 
      opportunities for flexibility and meeting a deferment process
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Muslim Student Center. 
Collaborate with the Muslim Student Association to establish a Muslim student center.
     -MSA is one of the largest religious-based organizations on campus and also one of
       the only organizations that doesn’t have a designated space.
     -We will continue working with MSA and aid in their efforts to establish a space for
       the organization.

Ease transition for Military Affiliated Students.
     -Create database of resources that helps ease transi1on from military life to civilian
       life as a student at UNC
     -Make in-state tuition more accessible for military veterans, active duty, and 
       dependents who were previously residents of North Carolina but relocated for the
       sole purpose of being assigned to a permanent change of station
     -In addition to the current fee waiver for active duty military applicants, expand UNC
       application fee waiver to include honorably discharged military veterans
     -Expand transfer credit opportuni1es for military veterans or ROTC students who
     have completed advanced trainings as documented on their official military records
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Thank you for taking the time to read our 
platform! We hope you are excited about 
some of our ideas. 

Please visit our website and contact us with 
your thoughts. 

We’d love to hear from you!

elizabethforsbp.com


